


Instructions for Using Your ATA Carnet
Failure to follow these instructions may delay your departure from the U.S.,
entry into the importing country, and may result in the payment of duties, 
taxes, and/or penalties.

 Definitions

Holder: An entity on whose behalf the Carnet has been issued. A 
 esidnahc rem eht ni tseretni cimonoce laic fieneb a evah tsum redloH

being exported and is responsible for any duties, taxes and/or penal-
ties that become payable.

Authorized Representative: An entity authorized by the Holder to 
present the Carnet for customs clearance in the U.S. and/or abroad.

Green Cover: The principal page of a Carnet, which includes the 
 etac  fiitrec smotsuc ,seirtnuoc tenraC ,noitamrofni tenraC dna redloH

to initiate the Carnet, and the original General List.

Counterfoils and vouchers (color-coded): Yellow for exit from/
return to the U.S., white for entry into/departure from for eign coun-
tries, and blue for transit. Counterfoils and vouchers are issued in 
sets of two. There are no yellow vouchers for U.S. Carnets. The 

 a setutitsnoc rehcuov gnidnops erroc sti dna liofretnuoc a fo noitadilav
single customs transaction.

Counterfoil: The Holder’s record of a customs transaction. There 
are three different sets of counterfoils: 1) exportation & reimpo t r ation, 
2) importation & reexportation, and 3) transits.

Voucher: The control document for Foreign Customs use. Customs 
will remove and retain the voucher upon completion of a customs 

 noitat ropmi )1 :srehcuov fo stes tnereffid owt era erehT .noitcasnart
& reexportation, and 2) transits.

 Checklist Upon Receiving Your Carnet

Verify that all information on the Green Cover, vouchers, and General 
List is correct. Never amend, remove or substitute the original 
General List.

Sign the Green Cover in the space marked “Signature of Holder.” 
The signature must be of the Holder or an authorized representative.
Confi rm that the correct number of counterfoils and vouchers has 
been issued to cover all intended customs transactions. Additional 
sets may be purchased later.

Split or partial shipments: It is permissible to split a shipment (i.e., 
some items leave now and the remainder at a later date) or to take 
fewer items abroad than shown on the General List. In either instance, 
cross out the items not traveling on the Carnet from the General 

.smotsuc ot de tneserp eb ot srehcuov eht fo skcab eht no tsiL

 no -yrrac ro ograc sa deppihs smeti ot yllauqe ylppa serudecorp llA
baggage.

Arrive early! It is the Carnet Holder’s responsibility to locate a cus-
toms inspector to validate the Carnet. If traveling during non-business 
hours, call the local customs offi ce to ensure that an inspector famil-
iar with Carnets will be available.

Instructions continued

Upon completion of the last trip or 
Carnet expiration, return the Carnet 
by receipted mail to the Carnet Service 
Provider who issued the Carnet.   





General List

Your General List should provide product 
description with sufficient detail to allow 
identification by customs authorities. 
Serial, style, model numbers should be 
included as appropriate. Inadequate 
or insufficient descriptions is cause for 
the Customs authorities to decline the 
Carnet.

Items not returning, e.g., giveaways, 
packing materials, promo literature 
should NOT be included on the General 
List.

The green General List is the “master” 
copy. It should never be altered.

If there is a mistake on your General List, 
contact your Service Provider before 
initial use.

Partial Shipment
It is permissible to take fewer items 
abroad than shown on the General List 
or split a shipment, i.e., some items 
leave now and the remainder at a 
later date(s). Be sure to have enough 
counterfoil/voucher sets to complete all 
transactions.

See voucher pages for executing a 
partial shipment.

NEVER 
Amend

 the
Green

General List
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The Carnet acts as a registration of U.S. 
goods departing and substitutes for 
customs registration document CF 4455.

Counterfoils are the control document 
of the Holder. They should remain in the 
Carnet and be used in sequential order.

There are NO corresponding vouchers 
for yellow counterfoils.

Holder/USCIB completes non-shaded 
areas, customs the shaded.

Exportation Counterfoil #1
Have CBP validate the counterfoil on the 
first trip out of the U.S. Assure that only 
those items departing are recorded in 
box 1.

Re-importation Counterfoil #1
CBP should validate the re-importation 
counterfoil on the return. Assure that 
only those items returning are recorded 
in box 1.

Validating a re-importation counterfoil 
may extinguish a claim from a foreign 
country.

Exportation and Re-importation 
Counterfoils #2
For partial or split shipments, make 
sure that ONLY those items leaving the 
country and returning are indicated in 
box 1, e.g., “items 1-3, 12, 15”.

Example of Full Export 
and Re-Import

Example of Partial Export 
and Partial Re-Import

U.S. Customs (CBP)
Completes and Signs Here

(There is no Yellow Voucher)
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VOID
Counterfoils marked “Void” are 
ineligible for use. Contact your Service 
Provider to obtain additional sets, if 
necessary.

There are no corresponding vouchers for 
yellow counterfoils. 
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Used to enter and exit foreign countries.

Counterfoils are the control document 
of the Holder. They should remain in the 
Carnet.

Use counterfoils and vouchers in sets 
e.g., counterfoil 1 with voucher 1 except 
for partial/split shipments. Use sets in 
sequential order.

Holder/USCIB completes non-shaded 
areas, customs the shaded.

Full Importation 
& Re-Exportation 

Importation Counterfoil #1
Foreign customs validates and signs 
along with corresponding voucher.

“Final Date of Re-Exportation”
Some countries e.g. Mexico and 
Singapore regularly restrict the length 
of the visit. Goods MUST depart by 
the date in Box 2. Failure to do so will 
result in financial penalties. To extend 
this date, contact the customs office 
authorizing the import.

Re-Exportation Counterfoil #1
Foreign customs validates it and the 
corresponding voucher.

Partial Importation
& Re-Exportation 
Counterfoils #2

Execute as you would for a full 
importation/re-exportation, but be sure 
that customs records ONLY the goods 
that are entering and departing a foreign 
country, “items 1-3, 12, 15”.

Example of Full Import 
and Re-Export

Example of Partial Import 
and Partial Re-Export

Foreign Customs
Completes and Signs Here

Goods MUST Depart 
by This Date
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VOID
Counterfoils with “Void” are ineligible 
for use. No corresponding vouchers 
have been issued.

Contact your Service Provider to obtain 
additional sets, if necessary.
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Used to enter foreign countries.

Vouchers are the control document of 
customs and are removed, along with 
the accompanying General List, at the 
time of each customs transaction.

Use counterfoils and vouchers in sets 
e.g., counterfoil 1 with voucher 1 except 
for partial/split shipments. Use sets in 
sequential order.

There are no vouchers for counterfoils 
where “Void” appears.

Holder/USCIB completes non-shaded 
areas, customs the shaded.

Full Importation
& Re-Exportation

Importation Voucher #1
Holder completes sections D-F.

Foreign customs validates the voucher 
removing it and the corresponding 
General List. Foreign Customs

Completes Shaded Section 
and Removes

Holder Signs Here

Must 
Match 

Importation 
Counterfoil #1

Holder 
Completes 

D - F
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FULL IMPORTATION



FULL IMPORTATION
<INTENTIONALLY BLANK; GENERAL LIST>
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Used to exit foreign countries.

Vouchers are the control document of 
customs and are removed, along with 
the accompanying General List, at the 
time of each customs transaction.

Use counterfoils and vouchers in sets 
e.g., counterfoil 1 with voucher 1 except 
for partial/split shipments. Use sets in 
sequential order.

There are no vouchers for counterfoils 
where “Void” appears.

Holder/USCIB completes non-shaded 
areas, customs the shaded.

Full Importation
& Re-Exportation

Re-exportation Voucher #1
Holder completes sections D-F.

Foreign customs validates the voucher 
removing it and the corresponding 
General List.

If a re-exportation voucher is not properly 
executed, and in a way to match its 
counterfoil, the Holder may be subject to 
financial penalties.

Foreign Customs
Completes Shaded Section 

and Removes

Holder Signs Here

Must 
Match 

Re-Exportation 
Counterfoil #1

Holder 
Completes 

D - F

FULL RE-EXPORTATION
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FULL RE-EXPORTATION
<INTENTIONALLY BLANK; GENERAL LIST>
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Used to enter foreign countries.

Vouchers are the control document of 
customs and are removed, along with 
the accompanying General List, at the 
time of each customs transaction.

Use counterfoils and vouchers in sets 
e.g., counterfoil 1 with voucher 1 except 
for partial/split shipments. Use sets in 
sequential order.

There are no vouchers for counterfoils 
where “Void” appears.

Holder/USCIB completes non-shaded 
areas, customs the shaded.

Partial Importation
& Re-Exportation

Importation Voucher #2
Holder completes sections D-F.

Strike out on the voucher items 4-11, 
13-14, 16-17 on the General List as 
they are NOT clearing customs for this 
transaction.

Foreign customs validates the voucher 
removing it and the corresponding 
General List.

Foreign Customs
Completes Shaded Section 

and Removes

Holder Signs Here

Must 
Match 

Importation 
Counterfoil #2

Holder 
Completes 

D-F

PARTIAL IMPORTATION
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PARTIAL IMPORTATION
<INTENTIONALLY BLANK; GENERAL LIST>
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PARTIAL RE-EXPORTATION
Used to exit foreign countries.

Vouchers are the control document of 
customs and are removed, along with 
the accompanying General List, at the 
time of each customs transaction.

Use counterfoils and vouchers in sets 
e.g., counterfoil 1 with voucher 1 except 
for partial/split shipments. Use sets in 
sequential order.

There are no vouchers for counterfoils 
where “Void” appears.

Holder/USCIB completes non-shaded 
areas, customs the shaded.

Partial Importation
& Re-Exportation

Re-exportation Voucher #2
Holder completes sections D-F.

Strike out on the voucher items 4-11, 
13-14, 16-17 on the General List as 
they are NOT clearing customs for this 
transaction.

Foreign customs validates the voucher 
removing it and the corresponding 
General List.

If a re-exportation voucher is not properly 
executed, and in a way to match its 
counterfoil, the Holder may be subject to 
financial penalties.

Foreign Customs
Completes Shaded Section 

and Removes

Holder Signs Here

Must 
Match 

Re-Exportation 
Counterfoil #2

Holder 
Completes 

D - F
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PARTIAL RE-EXPORTATION
<INTENTIONALLY BLANK; GENERAL LIST>
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Used by foreign customs to track goods 
under its supervision, but which are not 
in the commerce of that jurisdiction. 
Transits may be used, e.g., to move 
through a country, from an airport to 
a fair, or from one customs district to 
another.

Counterfoils are the control document 
of the Holder. They should remain in the 
Carnet.

Use counterfoils and vouchers in sets 
e.g., counterfoil 1 with voucher 1 except 
for partial/split shipments. Use sets in 
sequential order.

Counterfoils with “Void” are ineligible for 
use. No corresponding vouchers have 
been issued.

Holder/USCIB completes non-shaded 
areas, customs the shaded.

Scenario 1

Attending a fair in Switzerland, arriving/
departing by air.

Transit Counterfoils #1
Step 1. To enable travel to the fair, 
Swiss customs validates “Clearance for 
Transit” (items 1-17) on both counterfoils 
number 1. Customs also completes and 
removes one corresponding voucher 
(#1). Typically, very limited time is allowed 
to complete a transit.

Partial Shipment
Be sure that customs records ONLY the 
goods that are transiting.

Transit Counterfoils #1
Steps 2 & 3. Upon arrival at the fair, 
Swiss customs validates “Certificate 
of Discharge” (items 1-17) on the 
second portion of counterfoil number 1. 
Customs also completes and removes 
the second voucher (#1).

Now that the transit is complete, customs 
also validates a white importation 
counterfoil/voucher set. See preceding 
pages for details.

Steps 4 & 5. Upon departure from the 
fair, Swiss customs validates (items 1-17) 
white re-exportation counterfoil and 
removes corresponding voucher.
(over)

Foreign Customs Completes 
and Signs Here.

Goods MUST Depart 
by this Date

Certificate of Discharge

Clearance for Transit
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Transit Counterfoils #2

To transit from the fair to the airport, 
Swiss customs validates “Clearance for 
Transit” (items 1-17) on both counterfoils 
of number 2. Swiss Customs completes 
and removes the corresponding voucher 
(#2).

Step 6. At the airport, Swiss customs 
validates “Certificate of Discharge” 
(items 1-17) on the second portion of 
counterfoil number 2 and completes and 
removes the second voucher (#2).

This closes the entry into Switzerland.

Scenario 2

Traveling by land from France through 
Switzerland to Italy. (This example is not 
illustrated in this sample Carnet.)

Step 1. At the French/Swiss border, 
French customs completes a white re-
exportation counterfoil/voucher set. See 
preceding pages for details.

Transit Counterfoils #1
Step 2. Swiss customs validates 
“Clearance for Transit” (items 1-17) 
on both counterfoils number 1. Swiss 
customs completes and removes 
corresponding voucher (#1). Typically, 
very limited time is allowed to complete 
a transit.

Partial Shipment
Be sure that customs records ONLY the 
goods that are transiting the country.

Transit Counterfoils #1
Step 3. Upon arrival at the Swiss/
Italian border, Swiss customs validates 
“Certificate of Discharge” (items 1-17) 
on the second portion of Counterfoil 
number 1. Swiss customs completes and 
removes the second voucher (#1).

Step 4. Italian customs validates a white 
importation counterfoil/voucher set. See 
preceding pages for details.

Upon departure from Italy, be sure the 
white re-exportation counterfoil/voucher 
is completed. See preceding pages for 
details.
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Used by foreign customs to track goods 
under its supervision, but which are not 
in the commerce of that jurisdiction. 
Transits may be used, e.g., to move 
through a country, from an airport to 
a fair, or from one customs district to 
another.

Vouchers are the control document of 
customs and are removed, along with 
the accompanying General List at the 
time of each customs transaction.

Use counterfoils and vouchers in sets, 
e.g., counterfoil 1 with voucher 1 except 
for partial/split shipments. Use sets in 
sequential order.

There are no vouchers for counterfoils 
where “Void” appears.

Holder/USCIB completes non-shaded 
areas, customs the shaded.

Transit Voucher #1
Holder completes sections D-F.

Partial Shipment
Cross out on the voucher those items on 
the General List NOT clearing customs 
for this transaction.

Foreign customs validates the 
“Clearance on Transit” and removes the 
voucher and corresponding General List.

Foreign Customs
Completes Shaded Section 

and Signs Here

Holder Signs Here

Must 
Match 
Transit

Counterfoil #1

Holder 
Completes 

D - F
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<INTENTIONALLY BLANK; GENERAL LIST>
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Used by foreign customs to track goods 
under its supervision, but which are not 
in the commerce of that jurisdiction. 
Transits may be used, e.g., to move 
through a country, from an airport to 
a fair, or from one customs district to 
another.

Vouchers are the control document of 
customs and are removed, along with 
the accompanying General List at the 
time of each customs transaction.

Use counterfoils and vouchers in sets, 
e.g., counterfoil 1 with voucher 1 except 
for partial/split shipments. Use sets in 
sequential order.

There are no vouchers for counterfoils 
where “Void” appears.

Holder/USCIB completes non-shaded 
areas, customs the shaded.

Transit Voucher #1
Holder completes sections D-F.

Partial Shipment
Cross out on the voucher those items on 
the General List NOT clearing customs 
for this transaction.

Foreign customs validates the 
“Certificate of Discharge” and removes 
the voucher and corresponding General 
List.

Foreign Customs
Completes Shaded Section, 

Signs and Removes

Holder Signs Here

Must 
Match 

Second Transit
Counterfoil #1

Holder 
Completes 

D - F
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<INTENTIONALLY BLANK; GENERAL LIST>
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Used by foreign customs to track goods 
under its supervision, but which are not 
in the commerce of that jurisdiction. 
Transits may be used, e.g., to move 
through a country, from an airport to 
a fair, or from one customs district to 
another.

Vouchers are the control document of 
customs and are removed, along with 
the accompanying General List at the 
time of each customs transaction.

Use counterfoils and vouchers in sets, 
e.g., counterfoil 1 with voucher 1 except 
for partial/split shipments. Use sets in 
sequential order.

There are no vouchers for counterfoils 
where “Void” appears.

Holder/USCIB completes non-shaded 
areas, customs the shaded.

Transit Voucher #2
Holder completes sections D-F.

Partial Shipment
Cross out on the voucher those items on 
the General List NOT clearing customs 
for this transaction.

Foreign customs validates the 
“Clearance on Transit” and removes the 
voucher and corresponding General List.

Foreign Customs
Completes Shaded Section 

and Signs Here

Holder Signs Here

Must 
Match 

First Transit
Counterfoil #2

Holder 
Completes 

D - F
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<INTENTIONALLY BLANK; GENERAL LIST>
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Used by foreign customs to track goods 
under its supervision, but which are not 
in the commerce of that jurisdiction. 
Transits may be used, e.g., to move 
through a country, from an airport to 
a fair, or from one customs district to 
another.

Vouchers are the control document of 
customs and are removed, along with 
the accompanying General List at the 
time of each customs transaction.

Use counterfoils and vouchers in sets, 
e.g., counterfoil 1 with voucher 1 except 
for partial/split shipments. Use sets in 
sequential order.

There are no vouchers for counterfoils 
where “Void” appears.

Holder/USCIB completes non-shaded 
areas, customs the shaded.

Transit Voucher #2
Holder completes sections D-F.

Partial Shipment
Cross out on the voucher those items on 
the General List NOT clearing customs 
for this transaction.

Foreign customs validates the 
“Certificate of Discharge” and removes 
the voucher and corresponding General 
List.

Foreign Customs
Completes Shaded Section,  

Signs, and Removes

Holder Signs Here

Must 
Match 

Second Transit
Counterfoil #2

Holder 
Completes 

D - F
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<INTENTIONALLY BLANK; GENERAL LIST>
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 Clearing U.S. Customs

Depart the U.S. – Use Green Cover and yellow Exportation 
counterfoil (e.g., #1).

1. At initial departure, the Holder/authorized representative signs 
the Green Cover and presents the Carnet to U.S. Customs & 
Border Protection (CBP) for activation upon its fi rst use. CBP must 
validate the Carnet by signing and stamping Section H: “Certifi cate 
by Customs at Departure”. If not validated, Foreign Customs 
may deny entry of the goods. Completion of Section H and 
validation of an Exportation counterfoil eliminates the need to 
complete a Certifi cate of Registration, CF4455.

2. CBP notes the items leaving the U.S. in section (1) of the coun-
 ytilib isnopser s’redloH eht si tI .ti setadilav dna )1# ,.g.e( liofret

 ni yllaic epse ,smeti tcerroc eht detacidni sah PBC taht erusne ot
cases of partial or split shipments.

Reenter the U.S. – Use the yellow Reimportation counterfoil (e.g., 
#1) bearing the same number as the yellow Exportation counterfoil 
(e.g., #1) used at the time of departure.

Sec.148.11 of the CBP Code states “All articles brought into the 
United States by any individual shall be declared to a Customs offi cer 
at the port of fi rst arrival...” CBP typically allows the goods to reenter 
the U.S. even if the Carnet has expired. The expiration date only limits 
entry into foreign countries.

1. Present the Carnet to CBP at the time of reentry.

2. CBP indicates only the items reentering in Section 1 of the coun-
terfoil (e.g., #1) and validates it.

3.  IMPORTANT. Upon returning to the U.S., the Reimportation coun-
terfoil must be validated by CBP. This is the last line of defense in 
canceling a Carnet, though fi nes and penalties may apply.

 Clearing Foreign Customs

Enter a Foreign Country – Use the white Importation counterfoil 
(e.g., #1) and its corresponding Importation voucher (e.g., #1).

1. Complete sections D-F on the voucher. Indicate only the items that 
are entering the country in Section F(a). Specify in Section F(b) the 
intended use of the Carnet, e.g., exhibition or sales visit.

2. Sign and date the voucher.

3. Present the Carnet to customs at the time of entry.

4. Foreign Customs notes on the counterfoil only the items that 
are entering.

5. Foreign Customs has the right to restrict any visit to less 
than one year regardless of the Carnet expiration date. Be 
sure to comply with section 2 of the counterfoil: “Final Date for 

”.sdoog fo smotsuC eht ot noitcudorp/noitatropxe eR

6. Foreign Customs validates the counterfoil and the voucher, 
removing and retaining the voucher.

Depart a Foreign Country – Use the white Reexportation counter-
foil and voucher (e.g., #1) that has the same number as the most 
recently used Importation counterfoil and voucher (e.g., #1).

1. Complete sections D-F of the Reexportation voucher (e.g., #1). 
Indicate the items that are departing in Section F(a). Also indi cate 
the corresponding Importation voucher number (e.g., #1) in the 
second part of Section F(a). Complete Section F(b, c, d), if 
applicable.

2. Sign and date the voucher.

3. Present the Carnet to customs at the time of departure.

4. Foreign Customs notes the corresponding Importation voucher 
number (e.g., #1) on the Reexportation counterfoil. Foreign Cus-
toms also notes the items that are departing in Section 1 of the 
Reexportation counterfoil.

 gni niater ,rehcuov dna liofretnuoc eht setadilav smotsuC ngieroF .5
the voucher to match with the Importation voucher.

6. For items sold abroad, it is advisable to obtain a customs receipt, 
which indicates the Carnet No. and the amount of duties/taxes/
penalties paid. Send the receipt to the USCIB HQ.

7. Use in the EU: Customs authorities in the European Union will not 
validate Carnets for goods moving between EU member countries. 
Before departure from the EU, assure validation of the 
Reexportation counterfoil and voucher.

8.  Penalties: All items not reexported whether lost, stolen, or de-
 elbis sop dna ,sexat ,seitud elbacilppa lla ot tcejbus era ,deyorts

penalties. Holders who fail to have the Carnet validated at depar-
ture may be charged a regularization fee by Foreign Customs.

 Transiting a Country (if applicable)

Use two blue Transit counterfoils (both bear the same number) and 
vouchers (both bear the same number).

Transits are used when merchandise travels by land through a country 
that lies between the country of departure and the next country 
of entry (e.g., leaving Germany to go to Italy, but passing through 
Switzerland).

Transit may also be used when a Holder is attending an exhibition/fair 
or for traveling between customs jurisdictions in the same country.

At the Time of Entry

1. Complete Sections D-E on both Transit vouchers. Indicate in 
Section F(a) the customs port from which the goods will exit.

2. Indicate only the items that are transiting in the lower half of 
Section F(a).

3. Sign and date the vouchers.

4. Present the Carnet to customs at the port of entry.

5. Foreign Customs notes the items, port of dispatch, and fi nal date 
for re-exportation on the counterfoil under “Clearance for Transit” 
Sections 1 & 2. Be sure to comply with this date and the port of 
departure.

6. Customs completes Section 4-7 on both counterfoils and Section 
H of the fi rst voucher. One voucher will be removed.

At the Time of Departure

1. Present the Carnet to customs at the port of discharge.

2. Customs at the port of discharge will complete the “Certifi cate 
of Discharge” on the second counterfoil (e.g., #1) and Section H 
of the second voucher and then remove the second voucher 
(e.g., #1).

3.  The transit is complete when Sections 3-6 of the second counter-
foil have been validated and both vouchers have been removed by 
customs.

 Final Return to the U.S.

1. Your ATA Carnet is the property of USCIB. Upon completion of the 
fi nal trip, the original Carnet, including all used and unused 
counterfoils and vouchers, must be returned to the Carnet 
Service Provider who issued the Carnet via receipted mail.
Keep a copy of the entire Carnet, including the unused sheets, 
for your records.  

2. Questions? Call your Roanoke Insurance Group 847.969.1420 
or in the U.S. 800.CARNETS (800.227.6387), or email 
carnets@roanokegroup.com  You can also visit our website.
www.RoanokeTrade.com/ATA-Carnet



United States Council for International Business (USCIB) 

USCIB (ATA Carnet HQ) 
1212 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036
Tel: 800.538.8937
 212.703.5067
Email: atacarnet@merchandisepassport.org

To serve you better, USCIB has appointed boomerang carnets and Roanoke Insurance Group to issue ATA and 
TECRO/AIT Carnets.

Roanoke Insurance Group Inc.
1475 E. Woodfi eld Road, Suite 500
Schaumburg, IL 60173
Tel: 1.800.CARNETS ( 1.800.227.6387)
Email: carnets@roanokegroup.com
Website: www.RoanokeTrade.com/ATA-Carnet

USCIB, appointed by the U.S. Treasury Department and its
U.S. Customs Service in 1969, is the national issuing and
guaranteeing organization of the ATA Carnet in the United States.
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boomerang carnets
18 East Dundee Road
Building 4, Suite 110
Barrington, IL 60010
Tel: 847.ATA.2900
Email: carnets@atacarnet.com


